
 

 

On January 11th 2016, I chose my ‘SmallTalk’ Top 5 high conviction stocks for the year. Only a regular basis, 

this analyst, likes to benchmark his performance. My own self-imposed rule is if I chose a stock for 2016, it’s 

in for the entire year ‘warts n all’ no chopping and changing. Below are the current performances of the top 

5 since being chosen on January 11th and their respective movements versus the JSE indices I track. 

 
Month three of my 12-month portfolio selection started well. My initial release caused a flurry with four of the 

stocks recording significant initial gains and some of the stocks I ‘dropped’ from then list, such as Quantum & 

Curro, having material sell-offs. For quarter one my portfolio ended with a return of -1.7% and I am 

underperforming my JSE benchmarks….but there are 9 months to go and I chose each stock very carefully. My 

‘special situations’ will take time to develop….Sygnia is the first and its gained +48.9% so far. The others just 

need to play their part….and will. I have high conviction in all of my counters and time is on my side. 

 

My top 5 for 2016 Jan 11th March 31st % Chg Target Price

Consolidated Infrastructure Group 3010 2870 -4,7% 3800

Torre Industries 374 309 -17,4% 500

Stellar Capital 225 189 -16,0% 350

Sygnia Holdings 1344 2001 48,9% 1800

Astoria 1799 1480 -17,7% 2250

Santova 430 408 -5,1% 600

Average performance of top 5 in review -1,7%

Benchmarks

JSE Small Cap Index 51411 58774 14,3%

JSE Mid Cap Index 65186 73805 13,2%  
In 2012 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +28% 

In 2013 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +40% 

In 2014 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +56% 

In 2015 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +51% 

 

Quarter one has seen a mixed performance from my Top 5 of 2016 as the resource laden small-to-mid cap 

indices have powered ahead as the resurgence in sector had gathered momentum; former resource big caps 

were decimated and they fell into my indices….they are now having their day in the sun. 

 
Looking at my Top 5 and updating my current views, not much has changed. The star performer without a 

doubt has been Sygnia ahead by +48.9% since its selection. There has been no real news. Its interim results for 

its March period should be out in mid-May and they will be good but not spectacular. The umbrella fund deal 

is far too early to make a real contribution. What has really driven the share price is its tight liquidity and 

aggressive fund buying of late as the share register attests. My target price of 1800 cents was made and my 

‘whisper’ number of 2000 cents was also smashed this week. At the current level I recently bought my buy 

recommendation back to a HOLD. At 2001 cents the stock needs some rest and some sanity to return to its 

prospects….prospects are good but the share price is pricing in ‘meteoric’ and that’s simply not the case…yet. 
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Consolidated Infrastructure Group (CIL) has been a long-standing favourite of SmallTalk and I am pleased that 

some of the stupidity surrounding the misconception regarding the low oil price and its Angolan oil services 

unit AES has, perhaps, started to abate. The comment on AES and its growth prospects in the recently released 

CIL Annual Report should be compelling reading for anybody. 

 

 
 

Form its crazy lows at 2450c the counter is ahead by some +18% and the interim results for CIL six month ended 

February 2016 should be released on SENS around the third week of April and I am expecting a positive trading 

update and, personally, I can ‘feel’ the share price wants to react to upbeat news and has 3250 cents written 

all over it. 

 

 

Small supply chain and logistics business Santova, having had a spurt in late 2015 and then again in early 2016, 

is a stock I have the most confidence in. In an institutional road show on my Top 5, a surprising lack of 

knowledge on this fast growing counter was seen. When I see combined institutions managing trillions of Rands 

being seemingly unaware of a small, high growth counter in a growing global business development...I get 

excited.  

 
The stock has stabilised around the 400 cent level with fair two-way trade. The market awaits the trading 

update that I am sure will support the current share price. If you believe in technical analysis, my chartist 

friends, say that the current formation in Santova could see a breakout to 500 cents. Who knows, all I believe 

is that solid, growth fundamentals continue my support of this little counter. 

 

 

Lastly in my Top 5 I mention the ‘twins’ Stellar Capital & Torre Industries. My Top 5 is actually a Top 6....but 

both, in my mind, are joined at the hip. They share the same driven CEO and Stellar owns just under 34% of 

Torre.  
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SCP has had a pretty torrid month. The hangover from the interim results in late-February where the 

overinflated NAV (from Torre) saw the share price get hammered -20% still sticks in the craw of investors. In 

this month’s Investors Monthly magazine tied to the Financial Mail I wrote a candid opinion on the counter.  

 

 
 

There remains attractions in SCP. The bloody nose that the market gave management will surely spur them to 

try and rehabilitate themselves vis value accretive deal uplift and a solid improvement in NAV. There remains 

a fat cash war chest of @R1bn and though the share price now better reflects its actual NAV I await the June 

results to give a more solid strategy and outlook for the counter. As I said, I always expected SCP to be a 2H 

counter and that may still be the case…not one for granny’s portfolio but one that could still be higher at the 

end of 2016 than it’s started 2016. I’m holding my nerve. 

 

 

TOR like Stellar has had a rough month; the counter is consistently the worst performing counter in my top 5 

having fallen by -17.4% year to date. Interim results were pretty tame showing single digit growth in HEPS and 

the market, via its sell-off, is surely expecting a similar weak 2H. However, management believes they should 

have a better 2H than the first. My 38cps forecast, having already been trimmed, now also seems optimistic 

but guidance will surely be forthcoming. 

 

 
 

The stock seems to have found a level around the 300 cent mark and comments that majority shareholder 

Stellar (may) make a minority buy-out offer has perhaps stabilised the ship. The industrial and mining sector 

remains out of favour though from its lows bigger counter Invicta has had a heck of a trot recently perhaps 

indicating ‘value bottom fishing’ is being considered. Hopefully, Torre, upon some good SENS news will also 

react…there are ‘whispers’ of deals on the go. Again a stock that has fared me well for several years and I am 

not about to abandon ship during some rough seas.  
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